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Presentation Overview
2

EFG/VHFA/Milne-Allen Appraisal Team:
Market analysis and characterization for
High Performance Homes
Manufactured homes dealer interviews

Fifth Element Associates:
Research with potential buyers and early
adopters

Recommendations



Market Demographics Assessment3



Vermont Demographic Regions
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MSA = Metropolitan Statistical Area
NEK = Northeast Kingdom



Single Family Home Sales in Vermont
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Data source:  www.housingdata.org.

5466



Home Sales by Price Range in 2013
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Data source:  VHFA analysis of homes sales data from the Northern New England Real Estate Network.



High Performance Homes
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High Performance Mobile Home
($107,000 plus land/lot)

High Performance Cottage Home
($165,000 plus land)



Cost of Homes & Ability to Pay –
On Purchased Land
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*For homes on purchased land, assumes a 30-year fixed rate mortgage with 5% down
payment and average VT insurance, taxes, closing costs and interest rates. Estimated
income required to afford home is based on 30% housing cost-income affordability ratio.

Median lot cost 119,000$ 47,000$ 59,500$ 36,000$ 30,000$ 55,000$
Site work and foundation
HP Cottage Home cost
HP Cottage Home Total Price 331,849$ 259,849$ 272,349$ 248,849$ 242,849$ 267,849$
Income required to afford HP Cottage* 98,552$ 77,147$ 80,863$ 73,877$ 72,093$ 79,525$
HP Mobile Home cost
HP Mobile Home Total Price 273,775$ 201,775$ 214,275$ 190,775$ 184,775$ 209,775$
Income required to afford HP Mobile* 81,309$ 60,106$ 63,834$ 56,824$ 55,219$ 62,641$

High Performance Home on Purchased Land

$ 47,775
$ 165,074

$ 107,000

MSA
Southern

VT
Wash-Lam-

Add
Orange-
Windsor

NEK VT

Data source:  VT Property Transfer Tax data on price of lots sold in Jan 2012-June 2014 and site improvement estimates and home pricing information
provided by VEIC and Vermont Housing and Conservation Board.



Cost of Homes & Ability to Pay –
On Rented Lot
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For homes on rented lot in MH park, assumes average state-wide monthly lot rent in total
annual housing costs.  Estimated income required to afford home is based on 30%
housing cost-income affordability ratio.

HP Mobile Home in MH park

Average monthly lot rent 270$
Site work and foundation 24,275$
Home cost 107,000$
Total Price 131,545$
Income required to afford home* 40,193$

State-wide
averages

Data source:  Average monthly lot rent in 2013 from the VT Department of Housing and Community Development and site
improvement estimates and home pricing information provided by VEIC and Vermont Housing and Conservation Board.



Households with Income Needed to
Afford Homes
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Data source:  VT Property Transfer Tax data on price of lots sold in Jan 2012-June 2014, Average monthly lot rent in 2013 from the VT Department of Housing
and Community Development, site improvement estimates and home pricing information provided by VEIC and Vermont Housing and Conservation Board and U.S.
Census Bureau American Community Survey 2008-2012 estimates.



Sold Homes Sizes in Price Range
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Data source:  VHFA analysis of homes sales data from the Northern New England Real Estate Network.



Sold Homes # of Bedrooms in Price Range
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Data source:  VHFA analysis of homes sales data from the Northern New England Real Estate Network.



New Homes Sold Relative to HP
Cottage Home
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Data source:  VHFA analysis of 2011-2013 homes sales data from the Northern New England Real Estate Network.



New Homes Sold that are Larger than
the HP Cottage Home
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Data source:  VHFA analysis of 2011-2013 homes sales data from the Northern New England Real Estate Network.



Mobility: Likelihood of Purchase by
Age
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Data sources: U.S. Census 2010, American Community Survey 2008-2012 and National Association of Home Builders.



Mobility: Age of Household
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Data source: U.S. Census 2010.



Vacation Homes
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Data source:  VT Property Transfer Tax data.



Understanding the Market
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MSA and NEK will be more challenging
MSA: (median income: $60,500)

<$80k households can only afford HP Mobile Home in a
park (on rented lot)
$80k to $99k can afford HP Mobile Home on owned
land, but may not want it
Households with $99k+ income want larger than HPH

NEK:
Too few households
Little/no market for new construction



Where the Market Is NOT
19

Affordable housing for very low income households:
Biggest housing shortage is from lowest income
households who need ~$50,000 subsidy per home.

Older households:
Growing in size of the market
Have higher incomes and more assets (equity in existing
homes)
Substantially less likely to move



Matching Markets to Products
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MSA:
HP Mobile Homes in very dense neighborhoods might
overcome high land costs

NEK:
Not much market

Other areas:
HP Cottage Homes
HP Mobile Homes may not be as desirable since
households who can afford them often choose larger,
existing homes



More Fertile Market: HP Cottages in
Southern and Central VT

21

Based on home prices and sizes of new homes sold
Median prices within $10,000 of HP Cottage Home
New homes at HP Cottage prices are comparable size

Higher incomes with ability to afford HP Cottage
Homes should be focus



Mobile Home Dealer Interviews22



Mobile Home Dealers Responses
23

80% to 95% are new homes, not used
Most sales are double-wide mobile homes.

It was noted that single wide mobile homes sales are
predominately to buyers in mobile home parks or
buyers that are downsizing.

Mobile home sales are predominately for homes
that will be going on owned lots.

Fecteau reported that they are selling a higher % of
single wide homes for mobile home parks than the
other dealers interviewed.



Mobile Home Dealers Responses (con’t)
24

The majority of new mobile homes are “5 Star Energy
Rated”

Most dealers stress the importance of having a “5 Star
Energy Rated” home (which is old information).
Mobile home financing programs often require that a new
mobile home be “5 Star Energy Rated”, per dealers.

$100,000 is more than the most expensive double wide
and the mobile home market would not pay this price.

The additional energy savings from a 5 Star Energy Rated
home to a home with no energy bills would not justify the
added costs for most buyers.



Mobile Home Dealers Responses (con’t)
25

Financing experiences
It appears that the typical mobile home is financed
and those financing are “maxed out” for the most
part.
Sales to buyers that are downsizing are often cash
sales.
All dealers noted that appraisals were a big problem
in the financing process- even for “conventional”
mobile homes.



Conclusions – Market Demographics
26

There is a very small existing market for single-wide
mobile homes of any kind in Vermont, but for HP Mobile
Homes, there is no “market”
Modular Cottage and site-built HPHs represent a tiny
sliver of the potential for new homes

There may be some opportunities in certain markets
But there are significant cost hurdles to overcome

People expect more in terms of conventional features at
this price point (size, bedrooms, etc)
It is going to be very challenging to create new markets
and build demand for HPHs
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Homeownership
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BACKGROUND & OVERVIEW

Client Name 29
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Research Objectives

Define “early adopter” target consumer

Identify the motivators and barriers to adopting High
Performance Homes

Determine the types of financing structures/tools that will
help increase adoption

Identify marketing and outreach strategies to reach
target consumers
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Methodology & Sample

Who Method/# of Participants

Early Adopters 1 In-person mini group (5 ppl) and 5
telephone interviews

Seeking Affordable Housing 5 telephone interviews
Mobile Homes Owners in Parks 2 in-person mini groups* (9 ppl)
Senior Residents Looking to Downsize 6 telephone interviews
Non-Mobile Home Park Rural Residents 6 in-person interviews

36 people across 5 demographic segments
Primary/joint decision-maker in home-buying
Pay their energy bills/aware of cost
Variety of living situations/locations statewide
Even mix of men and women
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CONTEXT

Client Name 32
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Shared Values

Simplicity: focus on what really matters

Balance: work, family, and play are in balance

Good-hearted: value family and friends, are involved in their
communities; value being with those whom they can trust

Independence: freedom to live how they choose

Slower pace: enjoy Vermont and its highlights (the outdoors and being clean,
safe, natural, peaceful)

Common sense: practical, realistic, and responsible

Economical: don’t spend beyond their means; save money if they can

Quality: appreciate beauty and when things are made well
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Low Income Vermonters

Often feel restricted by their circumstances
Derailed by the unexpected (heath, work, family issues)
Struggle to make ends meet
Limited in what they can do and where they can go

Less trusting/risk adverse
Tend to only trust a few people
Relies heavily on direct experience vs “just the talk”

Resist the fast pace of today’s world
Many are intimidated by digital age and its expectations

EVT Low Income Research 34
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HOME & HOMEOWNERSHIP

Client Name 35
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Home & Comfort

Being comfortable in one’s home evokes strong emotional
cues and specific physical benefits:

Stability and safety: predictable bills, affordable/stays within budget,
and a good place to raise a family

Familiarity: coziness – gatherings of family and friends; memories,
“my home/things are as I like them”

Consistency: physically means enjoying even temperatures

Surroundings: the physical environment, as well as local community
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Homeownership: Pros & Cons

PROS
Pride in ownership (take
good care of it)
Build equity (vs. renting)
Asset to give to kids
Autonomy over
environment (freedom)

CONS
Greater responsibility
Requires financial
stability
Generates fears of the
unknown (e.g. job loss)
May not believe it’s
possible/poor credit score
Unexpected costs over
long-term

Client Name 37

All participants dream of home ownership…but it’s a big leap
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HP Homeownership: Pros & Cons

PROS
High cost savings
Comfortable (no drafts)
Better air quality
Quiet and peaceful
Pride in lifestyle choice
(more integrated,
environmentally
conscious approach)

CONS
Equipment is
sophisticated and difficult
to understand
Unsure who can service

“With every new technology, I
wonder: how much it will cost to
repair it?  How long it is good for?
How many people are able to fix
it, are familiar with the new
technology?”  (Seeking Affordable
Housing)

Client Name 38

Early adopters describe living in a HPH as better than imagined
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HIGH PERFORMANCE HOMES

Client Name 39
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HPH Concepts: Initial Reaction

Participants react
very favorably to
the visuals and
benefits*, but
believe there must
be a catch.
“Where do I sign up?” (Mobile
Homeowner)

“[Referring to the High
Performance Cottage Home]  I
could get by without the second
story....  I would definitely like to
own the home.  My first impression
is, ‘That is me.’”  (Senior Looking
to Downsize)

“It looks very nice outside, but
looks can be deceiving.  I would
like to know if the walls are really
that thick....  When we ordered our
[current] home, we put in a lot
more insulation, but it settles....  It
would be nice if they could really
do that.”  (Non Mobile Home Park
Rural Resident)

* Price was not shown to respondents
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HPH Concept: Benefits

Benefits that resonated with
participants:

Building it right the first time
Lasting quality

Thick walls, ceilings, floors
Properly insulated

Fresh air
Reduced maintenance
Protection from high electric
and fuel bills
EE systems & building
materials (Higher income)

“In any building, not just a trailer, I am
looking for tight windows and warm floors
and walls, definitely.  (Non Mobile Home
Park Rural Resident)

“I don’t like if it is too air tight....  I would
want an air exchanger to allow natural
fresh air in some form.”  (Senior Looking
to Downsize)

“The house is incredibly efficient.  It is a
lovely house, built very well and sited
beautifully.”  (Early Adopter)

“The way the home is built, I don’t have to
deal with huge heating costs in the winter.
It feels safe, secure, and I can prosper.”
(Early Adopter)
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HPH: Questions

Questions demonstrated interest, but also skepticism:
“Does a home like this really exist?”

“Where can I see one?”

“How much does this cost?”

“How do I qualify to afford such a place?” (Low Income)

“What really are the energy savings?”

“What kind of materials and systems are we talking about?” (Mainly
highly educated males)
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HPH: Barriers

Multiple barriers need to be overcome before HPH
seriously considered:

Awareness of High Performance Homes
Perceived price vs. traditional home
Difficult to visualize what it looks like/how it works
Reluctance to take on debt
Skeptical about promised energy savings
Perceived difficulty in finding experts to service home
Overwhelmed by unfamiliar/sophisticated technology
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HPH: Barriers (Cont’d)

More barriers – or greater barriers – among those who are
low-to-moderate income or first-time buyers:

Trusting quality/durability of construction
Qualifying for financial assistance/mortgage
Fear of living beyond means and losing one’s home
Fear of responsibility and stability needed

“We were figuring it out as we we were going along.  We were not able to value
the high-energy part [for our mortgage], which was stressful, being under
construction.”  (Early Adopter)

“I don’t want to bite off more than I can chew.  What if there is a crisis?  People
lose jobs...  You need to be realistic and sensible, because things can happen.
I don’t just have ‘plan B’ but plan through Z.”  (Seeking Affordable Housing)
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Motivators

Addressing individuals’ barriers and highlighting benefits
that resonate with them are needed to motivate interest:

The economics and energy savings have to make sense
Aesthetics draw interest and reassure on quality of living
Energy efficiency and environment impact is a factor, but not
necessarily the key driver

Stronger for higher income levels
Affordability far more important for lower-income levels

Seek reassurance on quality, comfort, and energy saving often
through trusted experts
There is need to experience first hand what is it like living in a High
Performance Home
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COST SAVINGS & FINANCING

Client Name 46
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HPH: Cost Analysis

Format – and message – was
relatively easy to understand

Participants view energy costs as
variable; mortgage, fixed
Degree of savings – too good to be
true?
Doesn’t reflect total cost of ownership
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HPH: Financing

Mobile Home Recycling
Generates interest, supports sale, but not a motivator
Questions: How/where materials recycled?

Lease-to-Own
More familiar mechanism
Questions: When is home “owned”? How is maintenance handled
during “leasing” period?

On-Bill Financing
Confusing -- value proposition unclear
Concerns about two lenders, especially who owns mortgage
Don’t understand business benefit to utility company

None of these tools is likely to address all of a buyer’s barriers.
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MARKETING & OUTREACH

Client Name 49
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Trusted Advisor

The complexity and level of unknowns requires a higher
degree of guidance and handholding

A more personalized approach would be helpful to discuss:
Specifics of owning/building a HPH
Available financing options and incentives that are relevant to buyer’s
specific situation
What living in a High Performance Home is like

Expert that acts on buyer’s behalf and stays engaged in a holistic
fashion through entire process

EVT Low Income Research 50
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Marketing & Outreach

Naming
“High Performance Home” name is not resonating for most

Some link it with fast cars or motor oil – counter to energy efficiency
Particularly does not resonate with low income customers

Low awareness and familiarity with term “Net Zero”

Other outreach methods mentioned:
Home and Garden shows, open houses, renewable energy
conferences – opportunities for direct experiences
Educational seminars
Educate/collaborate with real estate agents, mobile home
brokers, contractors, architects, lenders and appraisers; home
improvement resources (e.g. Home Depot or Weatherization)

EVT Low Income Research 51
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

Client Name 52
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Key Takeaways

1. Define target audience by psychographics (rather than
demographics):

Risk takers
More tech-savvy
Comfortable with change/the unknown
Analytical
Seek to improve their living situation
Comfortable making a long-term commitment
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Key Takeaways

2. Traditional marketing may help raise awareness, but the
”sell-in” process for these homes will likely require a “higher
touch” approach. A “trusted advisor” is needed to help
potential homebuyers navigate the High Performance
Home building/buying process

3. No single financing tool presented is likely to address all
of the barriers for a potential buyer. Financing solutions will
likely need to be “layered” and customized to the individual
buyers’ needs.
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Key Takeaways

4. When potential consumers visit an actual home, as well
as talk to experts and existing homeowners, a number of
barriers are overcome.

“The house feels very nice.  I went to one that was already built.  The
ventilation and air felt so great, the way it circulated – fresh, clean and lovely.”

(Early Adopter)

5. Neither “High Performance Homes” nor “Net Zero” are
strong enough names in their current form.



Thank You!
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Where is the Market?
58

Market: a large enough group of potential buyers with
common characteristics and interests to warrant shaping
outreach and marketing to respond to their particular
wants and needs
Based on demographic research, there is not a market
for HPHs in Vermont yet!
If you build it, will they come?
There are avenues to pursue to increase the chances
that they will.
Will require significant effort with small returns



General Recommendations
59

Highlight the features that respond to what buyers
say they need
Develop partnerships to increase awareness and,
when possible, improve economics
Segment and prioritize the markets

Subsidized (Rental and Ownership)
Conventional

In each case, figure out the financial packaging that
can make it work



Focus on Consumer Needs
60

Keep the messaging and explanations simple and focused
Avoid technical jargon
Develop a better name

Identify the compelling story for why these houses are a
smart choice

Important emotional benefits related to the esthetics/design,
quality of living, etc.
Healthy, durable, bright, ventilated, comfortable…
And they come with no energy bills for the life of the home
…which helps keep them perpetually affordable



Overcome Skepticism
61

Support a “trusted advisor”
Third-party, end-to-end personal guide for every step of the
exploration and buying process
Peter Schneider clones
EVT service?

Sponsor model homes, open houses
At subsidized mobile home parks, fairs, high-traffic areas

Publicize actual energy bill data
Develop testimonials
Develop and support HPH owner network
Offer energy usage guarantee
Evaluate early experiences



Legitimize HPHs
62

Sponsor awards that feature HPHs
HBRA-NV Better Homes Awards
BBD Conference Best of the Best
Other non-housing/energy events and forums

Earned media stories
Develop stories and feed the press
Leverage interest in “small homes” and small home
neighborhoods
Focus on home buying special supplements that seek stories
Get in front of potential home buyers regularly

Partner with homebuyer education providers



Improve Financing
63

Partner with willing lenders:
Provide training, support, HPH tour
Feed them business in return for participating
Recognize and publicize them

Simple, accessible, affordable, workable, pre-packaged
financing is necessary for success

Consider additional features such as “guaranteed resale financing”
Get agreements that the mortgages available to buyers of
HPHs will have terms at least as favorable as stick-built homes
Include list of participating lenders in outreach about HPHs
Trusted advisor should help match buyers with lenders and
serve as a guide in the financing process



Improve Appraisals
64

Appraisal issues are key:
“Competent” appraiser
Familiarity with Appraisal Institute Addendum
“Complex valuation assignment of a specialized home”

Continue partnerships with VT Association of
Professional Real Estate Appraisers
Continue training and build list of “competent”
appraisers
Align qualified appraisers with partner lenders



Pursue Partnerships
65

Engage partners to “champion” HPHs
Community Land Trusts, Housing Development
Corporations, and Mobile Home Park Non-Profit
Owners
Financial, Lending, Realtor and Appraisal Partners
Non-Profit and Government Partners
Green and Socially-Responsible Businesses and Business
Organizations
Next Step Network (possibly with NH)
Regional Planning Commissions, Act 250
Builders and Architects



Specific Recommendations
Segment the Market
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1. Subsidized (Rental & Ownership)
Affordable Housing Partners
HP Mobile Homes
HP Cottage Homes

2. Conventional Market
Open market
Responsible Employer Partners
HP Cottage and Site-Built Homes



Subsidized Rental
67

Limited income families would be thrilled to live in a
HP Home…
But, they are unaffordable to this sector without
subsidies
This sector most needs energy cost escalation
protection, as they are most vulnerable to the
consequences of rising energy costs



Subsidized Ownership
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Similar issues whether a HPH or not….
Down payment challenge may be bigger issue than
ability to make monthly payments
Figure out how to reduce cost of entry
Reliable energy costs could make a real difference,
especially if financing factors them in



Conventional Market
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Focus on the more traditional HP Cottage Homes
There will always be a few eco-conscious, down-
sizing, tech-savvy, financially-secure, risk-taking,
early-adopters.…
Developing a new market for HPHs requires…

Opportunities to experience these homes in-person with
open houses, model homes
Getting the message out to potential niche markets
Providing trusted advisor for information and hand-
holding



Subsidized Models
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1. Pursue an affordable rental housing neighborhood model
Low-Income Housing Tax Credits potential new use
Housing Development Corporations, VHFA
Purchase land and HP Mobile Homes
Disposal of old mobile homes
Rental with deep subsidy
Vergennes model

ACCAG partnership

2. Pursue community land trust shared equity programs
Work with land trusts to purchase HPHs as shared equity homes
Mitigates some uncertainty about the future value of the home
and streamlines the process of homeownership
CHT, CVCLT, WWHT



Subsidized Models
71

3. Pursue rent-to-own affordable housing
Qualified low-income tenants can purchase homes after 15
year period
Units are financed initially with Low-Income Housing Tax
Credits
Tight competition for tax credits

4. Pursue neighborhood development of owned units
Combine state-controlled funding sources (state housing
credits, CDBG, and VHCB homeland grants) to support the
development of a neighborhood of owner units, perhaps
through shared equity model



Conventional Ownership
72

5. Partner to promote employer-sponsorship of HPH
Financing or other assistance
“Rewards” for minimizing energy use
Informational housing fairs
Identify employers who may be most receptive

Environmental mission
Already have an employer-assisted housing program

6. Focus on better-chance locations
Focus on higher income groups
Outside of MSA and NEK
House prices and sizes more in line with HP Cottage Home



Q&A

Discussion73


